SMART ROBOTIC SOLUTIONS

SMART ROBOT ASSISTANT

SMART ROBOT ASSISTANT

ONTEC offers a wide range of smart and individual robotic solutions that support our customers on their journey to a fully automated and
intelligently networked production.

Our autonomously navigating robot solution
provides a broad range of features and covers
many different areas of application in manufacturing.

As the first product of this new series of innovative automation solutions, the Smart Robot
Assistant is made to increase flexibility and efficiency of your production environment.
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VORTEILE DES ONTEC ASSISTANT
ADVANTAGES ONTEC ASSISTANT
Unification of handling, transport and processing tasks in a single platform
Modular design allows individual adaptation to your requirements
Direct lifting of loads from the floor
State-of-the-art battery technology ensures long operating times
Usage of standard industrial robots
Free-space navigation

Areas of application
Creel loading
Tool change of CNC milling or drilling machines
Handling and transportation of components for machine loading
Interlinkage of production processes
Commissioning tasks
Mobile optical inspection tasks (3D / 2D)

FUNCTIONS
Lifting of loads from the floor

Floor-level lifting of a wide range of pallets from Euro pallets to mesh pallets up to industrial large pallets at a maximum weight up to 1,200 [kg].

Autonomous omnidirectional moving

Based on the ONTEC master control system, various vehicles can be coordinated, and even heavy
loads can be navigated to their destination in a path-optimized manner in the narrowest space.

Use of industrial standard robots

Using our industrial software suite ONTEC SPSComm, standard industrial robots (various manufacturers) can also be safely integrated into the overall application. Thus, the ONTEC Assistant is not limited
to the use of collaborative robots.

Customized configurations

Depending on the customer‘s needs, different grippers can be designed and implemented. In addition,
optical inspection, bin picking or other use cases can be realized by using the onboard 2D or 3D vision
systems.
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CREEL LOADING

Picking up pallets from the warehouse

Provision of the tools in a universal tool holder

Transport to the creel

Transporting the tools to the measuring station

Loading of the creel

Transport to the CNC drilling or milling machine

Performance

Loading the CNC drilling or milling machine

Pallets with different dimensions are picked up at defined places from the floor.

The yarn packages are transported directly to the place of use.

The sizing scheme and the position of the bobbins are recorded by means of a 3D camera. The
bobbin is picked up by our individually designed gripping system and pushed onto the pin.

Our ONTEC Assistant can load up to 1,000 bobbins per shift.
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TOOL CHANGE

Up to 36 tools can be temporarily stored in the universal tool holder.

Insertion into the measuring station and storage of the results in a database.

Due to the omnidirectional moving concept, the ONTEC Assistant can safely navigate to the machine
in the narrowest space.

The previously saved data can be exchanged with the machine directly when the renewed tool is
loaded.
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WE WILL BE HAPPY TO ADVISE YOU.

ONTEC Automation GmbH
Kalkofen 10
95119 Naila
Germany

Tel.: +49 9282 931 0
Fax: +49 9282 931 101
info@ontec.de
www.ontec.de

